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Definition, Difference and Presuppositions 

I.   Definition 

What is Biblical Counseling? 

Biblical Counseling is the act of using the Word of God to produce thinking, behavior and feelings 

which are glorifying to God in the lives of those whose current thinking, behavior or feelings may be 

confused, challenged  or directly opposed to it.   

II.  Difference between Biblical Counseling And Discipleship 

Biblical Counseling is generally more reactive than preventive, whereas Discipleship is generally more 

preventive, than reactive. 

Reactive = taking place in response to something else. 

Preventive = taking place in order to prevent something else. 

III.  Presuppositions Of The Bible (for Counseling) 

To do Biblical Counseling in a way that is glorifying to God, the following presuppositions must be held: 

1.  Jesus was the world’s greatest counselor. 

Not Freud, or Rogers or Skinner! 

2.  Man’s original nature is fallen, sinful and evil. 

-When I say “original” I mean his nature from birth and that which continues to be his nature without 

divine regeneration. 

(Eph 2:3; Rom 3:10-20; 7:18; Ecc 9:3; Joh 2:24-25) (Psa 51:5; 58:3) 

3.  Sin is a heart issue not a head issue 

(Mat 15:18-19) 

-This week I would like you to study the word “heart” in Scripture.  What you will find is that the way the 

Bible talks about the heart is NOT the way the world talks about it.  The world sees the heart as the 

feelings (or emotions), and though feelings (and emotions) due flow from the heart (including sin), the 

heart (in Scripture) is our spirit—the whole inner man which produces our feelings as well as our 

actions. 

What this means: 



-Man’s emotional problems and sin are not the result of some chemical imbalance in his brain—but a 

heart (or spirit) that is not right with God.  

4.  Man’s is responsible for his own sin, never others, his sociological environment, past experiences 

or upbringing. 

Though we can (and are many times) affected by things around us---at the end of the day—the BIBLE 

says we are the ONE to blame for our actions (or responses)—and NOT the negative influences of our 

environment, experiences or upbringing. 

NEVER are sinning individuals in Scripture treated as victims (iow: they are the way they are because of 

their parents) –NOR does Scripture EVER say that GOD allows individual to blame their current WRONG-

doing on their upbringing or past experiences… 

---INSTEAD they are seen as the guilty perpetrators (and) therefore deserving of their punishment. 

(Eze 18) 

5.  There is no such thing as a subconscious realm controlling man.  Man is consciously choosing to do 

what he does.   

-Freud called such a subconscious realm the “Id” and believed that all of man’s actions (including 

problems) were a direct result of what was going on there.  The Bible however teaches that no such 

thing exists.  Though human beings may possess conditioned forms of reasoning, patterns of behavior or 

habits, what he is not intellectually aware of –or in remembrance of—is not a factor in his day to day 

life.  Rather, man is always product of his current thoughts and consciousness and in this way is “the 

captain of his own ship”. 

(Pro 23:6-7) 

In light of such truth, it is correct to say that “what a man thinks, he is” (versus what a man thinks he is—

he is”—this would have been Freud’s take) 

6.  Man is a dichotomy (soul/spirit and body) and each can affect the other 

What this means: 

-Our spiritual state can affects our physical health (“spiritual to physical problem”, “psychosomatic 

problems”) (“psyche” = soul/spirit; “soma” = physical body) (Ex. worrying causes ulcers) 

(Psa 32:3-4) (unrep =sickness, depression (“your hand pressed/heavy upon me”), anxiety) 

(Psa 38:1-8) (similar symptoms as Psa 32) 

(Pro 28:1) paranoia 

(Pro 4:22) obedience to the Word brings health 



-Our physical health (or lack thereof) can affect our spiritual state (“physical to spiritual problem”) 

(Ex. lack of sleep, headache can make patience very hard) (Pro 23:29-33) 

-This doesn’t mean our actions are excused (Ex.  a person with a headache acting impatient is 

still sinful and needs to repent)  

--(but it can mean that as well) 

(Ex. of when our physical health can excuse our actions:  a person has a stroke while 

driving a car and kills others.  They are not guilty of murder.) 

-This truth also means that feelings are also the result of health (rather than just something produced by 

our spirit. 

7.  Though sin is ultimate reason for all problems, it is not always the main cause. 

What do I mean by that? 

I mean that NO all problems are sin problems. 

Though Man’s fall into sin and sin’s subsequent corruption of the rest of creation is (in the final analysis) 

why we have death, disease, dysfunction (“futility”) and destruction (Rom 6:23, 8:20); sin is not always 

what is directly CAUSING a person’s current problems--AND what we treat MUST always be the DIRECT 

or MAIN CAUSE.  Meaning if the main (or direct) cause is sin, we are calling people to repentance; if it is 

not that—then something else must be prescribed (where possible). 

Examples where sin is not the main cause: 

 -A person born blind (“organic or physical problem”) 

-(Joh 9:1-3) 

-This is a good example where there may be no immediate prescription.  In other words, we 

cannot offer something to remove their blindness (other than prayer to God).  We can however, 

help them to deal with it in a way that glorifies God.  

-A person is confused about how and when to discipline their child—or about what career option to 

pursue (“intellectual problem”) 

-There is coming a day when we will know as we are fully known—meaning we will never again 

be confused, but for now—because of the Fall—such confusion exists—this however is not what 

is directly causing the confusion—what is—is a lack to recall (or understand) all that the Bible 

teaches regarding these things. 

Examples where sin IS the main cause: 

-A person goes blind from a drunken bar fight (Pro 19:3) 



-A Christian is confused about a current romantic relationship with an unbeliever (whether to pursue or 

let go—though they know what 2Co 6 says)—they have fallen under Solomon’s spell ! (1Ki 11:3) 

-A person is depressed yet in perfect health.  


